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Amethod is developed to enhance the amplitudes of the non-propagating evanescent orders of resonant dielec-
tric gratings. The origin of these resonances is analyzed in detail. The method relies on interactions between
stacked gratings with different periods, and so a formalism is developed to model such stacks mathematically.
In addition, a theoretical approach is developed to design gratings that enhance or blaze desired orders. These
orders, controlled independently by incident fields from different angles, interfere and are optimized to produce
steerable sub-Rayleigh field concentrations on a surface. These spots may function as a virtual scanning probe
for non-invasive sub-Rayleigh microscopy. Optimization is conducted using a Monte Carlo Markov chain, and
spots are generated which are both 1 order of magnitude narrower than the free space Rayleigh limit and
robust to noise in the incident fields. © 2010 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 050.6624, 050.1960.c
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i. INTRODUCTION
he term “blazing” was introduced by Wood [1] to denote
technique for controlling the distribution of energy
mong propagating diffracted orders of a grating, made
ossible by the development of methods for accurately
haping the grating surface profile. After a century, it re-
ains a standard technique. In general, the aim is to con-
entrate as much as possible the incident energy into one
articular propagating order used for spectrometry or
pectrography. Here we extend the usage of this term to
ncompass the intensity of evanescent (non-propagating)
rders excited by diffraction gratings. Whereas Wood [1]
nd researchers were generally concerned with blazing
ropagating reflected orders, we will be interested in
aximizing the intensities of a selected group of trans-
itted evanescent orders.
Conventional optical microscopy is fundamentally lim-
ted in resolution by the Rayleigh limit, which for radia-
ion of wavelength  prevents information smaller than
/2 from propagating to the far field. Sub-wavelength
eld information is encoded in evanescent waves which,
ecaying rapidly away from the subject, cannot be imaged
sing a traditional microscope. The recovery of evanes-
ent waves led to the popularization of exotic metamate-
ials [2] with the realization of their potential for micros-
opy beyond the Rayleigh limit. Such metamaterials
tilize unusual permittivities and/or permeabilities to
rovide a focusing effect for both propagating and evanes-0740-3224/10/122580-15/$15.00 © 2ent waves. While fabrication of a distortion-free optical
uperlens has proved extremely difficult, interest in im-
ging using evanescent waves has not died away. Yet if
ub-wavelength information is to be recovered, some of it
ust be transformed into propagating waves and recov-
red in the far field. One proposed image forming system
s the optical hyperlens [3]. Other approaches include
timulated emission depletion microscopy [4] and stochas-
ic optical reconstruction microscopy [5], although these
epend on the existence or introduction of fluorescing el-
ments that allow the localization of sub-wavelength
tructures over a period of time.
A different approach to sub-wavelength microscopy
ses regular variations in a substrate (a grating) to pro-
ide coupling between evanescent and propagating fields.
he amplitude and phase in the far field are recorded, en-
bling computed tomography of the field at the surface
6–8]. Far-field optical diffraction tomography (FFODT)
emoves traditional constraints on resolution such as nu-
erical aperture by utilizing strong coupling between
vanescent and propagating waves. Strong coupling is vi-
ally important, and demonstrations to date [9] have been
imited by the absence of a theoretical apparatus for the
nhancement of evanescent waves.
In a previous brief report [10] we introduced a general
ethod for blazing evanescent orders. Using the example
f lamellar gratings, we showed that the stacking of grat-
ngs with different periods allowed us to generate cus-010 Optical Society of America
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Handmer et al. Vol. 27, No. 12 /December 2010 /J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 2581omizable sub-wavelength surface fields. In addition to
roviding the strong evanescent order coupling necessary
or FFODT, we also presented a method by which narrow
pots can be generated on the surface of the grating.
hese spots are up to a factor of 3 narrower than the Ray-
eigh limit for total internal reflection (TIR)  /2nH, where
H is the greatest refractive index present at the inter-
ace. By varying the incident field, the spots can be con-
inuously scanned across the surface of the grating. Be-
ond simply providing strongly enhanced evanescent
rders, our approach can thus generate a virtual scanning
robe, eliminating mechanical interference with the sub-
ect, a considerable issue with other methods of sub-
avelength microscopy.
The aim of this paper is to explain first the analytical
ethod used to model stacks of gratings and to explain
ow and why such structures can blaze evanescent orders
nd synthesize sub-wavelength surface fields. We present
hat we believe to be new results in support of the gen-
rality of the method, in addition to an expansion and ex-
lanation of the theoretical advances and optimization
echniques employed. We consider only singly periodic
ratings in this paper (for a recent paper discussing sub-
avelength spots on a doubly periodic grating, see Sente-
ac and Chaumet [11]). There should be advantages if
oubly periodic gratings were incorporated in the systems
tudied, such as polarization insensitivity for normally in-
ident light. However, the computational burden of an ac-
urate calculation of the diffraction properties of stacks of
oubly periodic dielectric gratings is considerably greater
han that for singly periodic gratings, even when using
ophisticated techniques such as the Fourier modal
ethod [12]. This extra load would have precluded the ex-
ensive searches for optimal structures underlying the re-
ults presented here, particularly since each grating dif-
raction problem is characterized by six parameters
ather than three (there being two periods and two depth
arameters, plus two angles to characterize incidence
ather than one). In a similar way, we choose to restrict
ur discussion to one polarization [that where the electric
eld of the incident wave is aligned along the grooves of
he grating: transverse electric (TE) or Ez polarization].
ur optimized designs are then restricted to TE polariza-
ion, with a separate optimization being necessary for the
ransverse magnetic (TM) case. However, we stress that
ur design procedure is based on kinematic and Fourier
rguments, which are general and apply equally well to
ingly and doubly periodic gratings, irrespective of the
hoice between efficiency-extremal directions of the polar-
zation of light [13].
We begin with an outline of the modal method for
amellar gratings in Subsection 2.A, and then discuss
eneral properties of single resonant dielectric gratings in
ubsection 2.B, explaining how Fabry–Perot resonance of
igher order grating modes leads to blazed evanescent or-
ers. In Subsection 2.C we explain and justify the gener-
lization of the modal method to gratings with different
eriods, while in Subsection 2.D we explain the rationale
f stacking gratings with a particular period ratio and de-
elop a Fourier model as a heuristic shortcut to first order
ptimization of the transmitted spectrum. In Section 3 we
xplain fully the optimization of a multi-dimensional100 parameter space using a Monte Carlo Markov
hain (MCMC), demonstrating and discussing results
hat go beyond our previous report [10] in Section 4. Fol-
owing these new results we present a possible configura-
ion for a system that can perform microscopy directly us-
ng a scanned sub-wavelength synthesized spot.
. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS
. Modal Method Summary and Description
n this subsection, we derive rigorous techniques for mod-
ling the propagating of fields through two-dimensional
2D) dielectric gratings. This will serve as the basis for
nalyzing the excitation of evanescent orders and the ad-
antages obtained by combining multiple gratings. We be-
in with the diffraction grating equation
kxp = k0 sin 0 + 2p/d, kyp = k0
2 − kxp
2 1/2, 1
here k0=2 /, d is the period, and kxp and kyp are the x
nd y components of the wavevector kp of the order p
lane wave with spatial phase variation expikxx+ ikyy.
his equation is a generalization of Fraunhofer’s grating
quation sin p=sin 0+p /d and provides the foundation
or a unified description of propagating and evanescent
rating orders. When p is large, kxp
2 k0
2, which causes
yp to be imaginary. The sign of the square root is chosen
o prevent fields diverging away from the surface. In-
tead, the fields are evanescent, as they decay exponen-
ially in the y direction away from the surface of the grat-
ng as seen in Fig. 1. For p sufficiently large, Eq. (1)
akes the form kyp ikxp2ip /d, independent of
avelength. This suggests the possibility of sub-Rayleigh
esolution if we can excite these large p orders. As kyp
ikxp, evanescent waves have similar length scales in
oth the x and y directions, leading to an essentially semi-
ircular profile. Unlike propagating waves, evanescent
aves are discrete and localized.
As evanescent waves do not carry energy away from
he surface of the grating, their amplitudes are not lim-
ted by conservation of energy and can potentially achieve
mplitudes many times greater than ambient propagat-
ng fields. However, the kinematic diffraction grating
quation does not predict the amplitudes of grating orders
enerated in transmission and reflection. For this a more
nvolved calculation is required. We use the modal
ethod for one-dimensional lamellar dielectric gratings
14], as it is a rigorous semi-analytical approach allowing
degree of physical insight as well as computational effi-
iency. For convenience, we examine only the TE/Ez po-
arization; however, generalizations for nearly every case
ig. 1. (Color online) Central three plane-wave orders gener-
ted by a grating demonstrating propagation and evanescence.
he grating occupies the region y0 and has period d= /2.
avelength =1, angle of incidence  =30°.0
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2582 J. Opt. Soc. Am. B/Vol. 27, No. 12 /December 2010 Handmer et al.f physical interest, including higher dimensionalities,
oth polarizations, composite structures, metallic inclu-
ions, substrates, and off-axis incidence exist [15–18].
A lamellar grating is a 2D structure composed of alter-
ating rectangles of different media (Fig. 2). In our work,
he structure is typically made of Si nSi=3.41 and SiO2
nSiO2=1.46 and is a few microns thick. The modal
ethod, which is similar to the rectangular potential
ronig–Penney model used in solid-state physics [19], is
ased around the calculation of Fresnel scattering matri-
es for interfaces between free space plane-wave orders
nd confined grating modes.
A full derivation of the modal method is given in sev-
ral papers [14–16], so here we give a summary and quote
elevant results as necessary. The method can be broken
nto several stages. First, the electric field in each region
s decomposed into complete basis sets of either plane
aves or grating modes, as explained in Appendix A. Sec-
nd, the expansion of the field bases in each region is
atched at the interface, and the change of basis matrix
is derived. Now that the fields at the free space-grating
nterface can be freely expressed and related in either ba-
is, the mode-order Fresnel scattering matrices are de-
ived, as shown in Appendix B. Appendix C describes how
resnel scattering matrices for each interface are com-
ined to create a scattering matrix representing the en-
ire lamellar grating, which functions as a Fabry–Perot
nterferometer. The stacking of multiple gratings is a gen-
ralization of this procedure and is fully explained in Sub-
ection 2.C.
In summary, the field in the grating is expressed as a
um of confined modes each of which is characterized by
he horizontal propagation parameters 1 and 2 (defined
n Appendix A) for each region of the grating (unit cell
hown in Fig. 2) and a vertical propagation parameter ,
ndexed by n. Six of these modes are illustrated in Fig. 3
or one particular two-component grating. Likewise, the
eld in vacuum is composed from a discrete set of plane-
ave orders characterized by the spatial frequency com-
onents p=kxp and 	p=kyp. Each field decomposition is a
omplete orthonormal set, so there exists a mode-order (or
rder-mode) change of basis matrix J with which complex
mplitudes at the grating-free space interface can be re-
xpressed in terms of either basis. J has dimensions of
p
Nn, where Np and Nn represent truncation limits for
ig. 2. Diagram of a unit cell of a lamellar grating, showing geo-
etrical factors and regions of different refractive indices.rders and modes, respectively. As such it needs not be
quare, but for the minimization of truncation error it is
sually kept at least close to square. For convenience we
ntroduce spatial scale factors =diagn (for modes) and
=diag	p (for orders) which combine with J to form
A = 1/2J−1/2, 2a
B = −1/2J†1/2, 2b
rom which the complex Fresnel scattering matrices for
eflection or transmission at either interface are
R12 = AB + I−1AB − I, 3a
R21 = BA + I−1I −BA, 3b
T12 = 2BAB + I−1, 3c
T21 = 2ABA + I−1. 3d
ncorporating a complex diagonal matrix P=expitg to
ccount for vertical separation tg of two grating/free space
nterfaces to construct a grating, the overall reflection
nd transmission scattering matrices are
R =R12 + T21PR21PI −R21PR21P−1T12, 4a
T = T21PI −R21PR21P−1T12. 4b
. Phenomenology of Evanescent Order Blazing with a
ingle Grating
he I−R21PR21P matrix is responsible for resonant be-
avior, as satisfying the Fabry–Perot condition for any
ropagating mode causes this term to become close to sin-
ular. Physically, Fabry–Perot resonances and corre-
ponding conditions exist for every vertically propagating
ode in the structure. Some of these modes couple very
oorly to propagating orders and thus have very high fi-
esse. When excited by incoming plane waves on reso-
ance, they induce large enhancements of the transmit-
ed and reflected evanescent orders. This is well
llustrated by combining variation in both grating thick-
ess and incident angle as seen in Fig. 4 (for the same
rating parameters as in Fig. 3), which is a density plot of
he amplitudes of the transmitted propagating [(a) m=0]
nd near evanescent [(b) m=1] orders. Figure 4(a) shows
hat the overall trend of a uniform dielectric slab toward
reater reflection at glancing incidence is interrupted by
everal series of anomalies in which the reflectance rap-
dly oscillates between 0 and 1 before returning to its
ackground trend. For gratings with narrow ridges these
nomalies are naturally interpreted as grating-assisted
oupling to slab waveguide modes. In the corresponding
gure [Fig. 4(b)] for the evanescent order m=1, enhance-
ents coincide with the anomalies seen in the propagat-
ng amplitude, demonstrating the evanescent order blaz-
ng that we are seeking. As exciting evanescent orders is a
ey to generating sub-wavelength field structures, a com-
lete understanding of these resonances is central to our
pproach.
These grating anomalies are illustrated in Figs. 5 and
, which show the amplitude of the central-most grating
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Handmer et al. Vol. 27, No. 12 /December 2010 /J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 2583rders as a function of the angle of incidence. These fig-
res clearly demonstrate distinct resonances and corre-
ponding evanescent field blazing as the incident angle is
aried. Additionally, the structure of the anomalies iden-
ify them as Fano resonances; a unique fingerprint for the
igher order Fabry–Perot resonances occurring in the
tructure. Fano resonances are a generalization of
orentzian resonances wherein a quickly varying reso-
ance is coupled to a non-zero and slowly varying back-
round. In this case, the presence of multiple vertically
ropagating modes in the grating provides the multiple
hannels necessary to produce Fano resonances. The fun-
amental grating mode couples strongly to propagating
lane-wave orders and forms the slowly varying back-
round, while higher order grating modes that couple to
vanescent orders form the narrow high Q resonances
20].
Given that only the incident angle can be varied on a
abricated structure, our analysis uses a fixed grating
ig. 3. (Color online) Plot of Runxexpiny	 for n= 1,2, . . . ,6
rating occupies y0, has a period d=1, and a duty cycle c1 /d=
=3.61 in this particular example. Numbers above each graph gi
pper three modes and the evanescent nature of the lower three
ig. 4. (Color online) Density plot of the amplitude of the trans-
itted propagating m=0 and first evanescent m=1 orders as
function of incident angle and primary grating thickness (mea-
ured here in multiples of the grating period d). Chosen optimal
hickness is tg=4.177d=3.08 m. The other grating parameters
re the same as in Fig. 3.hickness. With a unit amplitude field (of constant phase)
n a set of 200 calculated incident angles [1°,89°], data for
quasi-continuous spectrum of order amplitudes may be
alculated for both reflection and transmission. The
ransmission spectrum of a single resonant grating is
hown in Fig. 6. Provided the structure has left-right
ymmetry, the spectrum can be mirrored to [89°,1°] for
o additional effort. This figure captures a lot more infor-
ation than Fig. 5. For instance, the solid line in Fig. 5
efers to the part of Fig. 6 in transmission between zero
nd k0. Strong evanescent field enhancement or blazing is
resent in the ranges kx −nHk0 ,−k0	 and kx
fields of the first six grating modes across period. As before the
e thicker solid line delineates the boundary between n=1.0 and
2 , for each mode, emphasizing the propagating nature of the
.
ig. 5. (Color online) Line plot showing amplitude in transmis-
ion of central orders for the stacked grating of fixed thickness
hown in Fig. 7 as a function of incident angle 0. The solid line
epresents the propagating transmitted amplitude m=0, which
rends downward through grazing incidence, interrupted by
rating anomalies in the form of Fano resonances, signaling the
nhancement of corresponding evanescent orders m=−1,1,2.
he grating has period d=0.738 m, thickness tg=3.08 m, and
uty cycle of 10% for the low index component. or the
0.1. Th
ve 1 ,
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n either side of the central propagating channel.
As can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6, a typical single grating
roduces many grating resonances at different incident
ngles, which are responsible for exciting evanescent or-
ers with kx values in the ranges −nHk0 ,−k0	 and
k0 ,nHk0	, increasing the potential resolving power by a
actor of nH. In the following, we use this to improve the
ynthesis of narrow field spots. For our calculations of
ynthesized surface fields, incident fields are configured
o excite every resonance found in spectra of the type
hown in Fig. 5. Peaks are identified and the grating
hickness is chosen automatically using a simple peak-
nding search algorithm over the full range of (90°,90°).
his typically translates to between 30 and 60 incident
ngles (and thus up to 120 scalar variables in amplitude
nd phase) to have complete control over the blazed fields.
ote that the search algorithm includes peaks in higher
m orders not shown in Fig. 5, which sometimes do not
oincide perfectly with the more powerful resonances.
uch resonances are typically very narrow, and may not
e completely resolved in Fig. 6 or Fig. 5. Nonetheless
heir existence, as grating anomalies, is a well known
henomenon [21,22], visible via a Fano resonance signa-
ure present in the propagating fields. This signature
and the corresponding resonance) is strongest when the
rating exhibits left-right symmetry and generates only
ne propagating order [23]. While this result can be de-
ived from boundary conditions and energy conservation,
more intuitive reason is that multiple propagating or-
ers undermine the independence of blazed evanescent
rders by decreasing the range of incident angles that cor-
espond independently to a particular set of unique or-
hogonal orders. That is, for some range of angles, a given
et of evanescent orders couples to two (or more) propa-
ating orders, undermining efficiency. Vice versa, two in-
ependent incident fields from either angle will excite the
ame set of evanescent orders, which is a waste of the lim-
ted (90°,90°) range of possible incident angles. For this
eason gratings used in this paper have a period that is
lightly less than half the wavelength of the incident light
nd so have only a single propagating order for each inci-
ent angle.
. Modal Method Generalization for Stacked Gratings
single resonant grating made of SiO2 and silicon can
laze evanescent orders, manifesting as sharp peaks in
ig. 6. (Color online) Absolute value of the incident (inset) and
ransmitted spectrum from the Si/SiO2 grating shown at right.
he grating has period d=0.738 m, thickness tg=3.03 m, and
uty cycle of 10%.ig. 6. In the case of lamellar gratings, blazed evanescent
rders are driven by propagating grating modes and are
ut off when kxnHk0 as shown in Fig. 6. This cutoff cor-
esponds to the immersion Rayleigh limit, which is the
imit of resolution obtainable through TIR. In TIR, field
ariation due to a propagating wave in a dielectric is also
resent in the adjacent area of free space due to field con-
inuity across the boundary. In free space, however, field
ariations that correspond to a wave propagating in a di-
lectric are too rapid to propagate, and the transverse
omponent of the spatial frequency becomes imaginary. In
his way, TIR gives rise to evanescent fields (as seen in
rustrated TIR) but also imposes limits on the resolution
btainable with a single grating, as evanescent waves
ith kxnHk0 can only be generated very weakly by
ropagating waves in the dielectric. Despite this, reso-
ant gratings are better than just TIR in at least one re-
pect, as blazing greatly increases near evanescent order
mplitudes.
What is needed to extend evanescent order blazing be-
ond near evanescent orders is a grating design that can
ake the energy present in blazed near evanescent orders
orders for which kxnHk0) and scatter it to more con-
ned (spatially) far evanescent orders. Gratings with suf-
ciently small periods have only a single (bound) propa-
ating grating mode. As they lack higher order
ropagating modes, they necessarily lack the high Q grat-
ng resonances which blaze evanescent orders. They have,
owever, a much greater grating vector 2 /d, meaning
hat their first evanescent order can be far beyond the
ear evanescent orders of a multi-mode resonant dielec-
ric grating.
To blaze far evanescent orders, we combine a multi-
ode resonant grating that can blaze near evanescent or-
ers with a much shorter period single mode grating. The
hort period grating accepts a blazed near evanescent or-
er as its dominant incident field and scatters it effi-
iently to far evanescent orders, broadening the spectrum
nd increasing resolving power commensurately. On the
ther hand, a small period single mode grating does not
ave the resonances necessary to enhance near or far eva-
escent orders, which is why a combination is required.
his is shown in Fig. 7, where the addition of sub-period
tructuring to the bottom surface of the grating broadens
he spectrum in transmission considerably. Similarly, Fig.
contrasts the narrow spectrum found on the upper un-
tructured surface (in reflection) and the much broader
pectrum found on the lower structured surface in trans-
ission.
To calculate these spectra and the fields they generate,
he modal method must be generalized to deal with stacks
f gratings with different periods. In this subsection we
resent a summary of our approach to this problem and
he process of generalization.
One important aspect of the generalization is that the
umber of grating orders considered (which defines the
ize of the scattering matrices) needs to remain finite. For
his reason, the ratio of the periods of the gratings has to
e an integer ratio, ideally a low order one, so that the
tacked structures remain periodic. This period D,
hich corresponds to the lowest common multiple of the
onstituent periods, becomes the period that defines the
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Handmer et al. Vol. 27, No. 12 /December 2010 /J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 2585rating orders the system operates with, as in Eq. (1). In
eneral the constituent periods di are less than the over-
ll period D, so the natural orders of a grating with period
i are a factor of D /di less dense than what is required to
ully describe the system. This limitation is circumvented
y calculating scattering matrices for the particular and
rtificial (and often evanescent) incident angles necessary
o fill in the gaps, creating a set of orders of the required
ensity. Each scattering matrix calculated for a given in-
ident angle is a dense matrix describing interactions be-
ween orders congruent (modulo D /d), while all other or-
ers remain independent. These dense matrices Jb are
ombined to form one larger matrix J which is valid for
single grating with period d, for a denser set of orders
onsistent with a structure of period D. In essence this
mounts to a shortcut in calculating J since we can ignore
rders that are not congruent (modulo D /d). This is
chieved by a consistent reordering of p and n originally
alculated for each separate incident angle. This process
s shown diagrammatically in Fig. 8. In this diagram, four
hange of basis matrices J calculated for a grating with
eriod D /4 are interleaved to form one larger matrix J
hich is valid for a set of orders four times as dense as
ould be necessary for a single grating with such a pe-
iod.
A Fresnel scattering matrix for a stack of gratings is
enerated by combining the interleaved matrices for each
ndividual grating according to a recursive formula analo-
ous to the original modal method as outlined in Appen-
ix C [Eq. (4a)]. Some care must be taken as, in general, a
tacked system lacks up-down symmetry as shown in Fig.
.
We next derive mathematically valid recurrence formu-
as for up-down asymmetric grating stacks. Each new
rating addition brings three additional parameters: the
pacing between the gratings h (which we always set to
ig. 7. (Color online) Absolute value of the incident, reflected,
nd transmitted spectrum from the Si/SiO2 grating shown at the
ight. The long period grating has period d=0.738 m, thickness
g=3.08 m, and duty cycle of 10%. Each scattering grating layer
as thickness ts=0.0148 m.ero), the thickness of the new grating ts, and the horizon-
al offset between the phase origins of the topmost and
ottommost gratings x0. In this formulation new gratings
re recursively added from below. As such, grating s is up-
own symmetric but offset and separated, and grating n,
hich represents the current aggregate, is in general
symmetric. In this formulation, Ti and Ri refer to scat-
ering matrices for downward energy propagation, while
i and Ri refer to scattering matrices for upward energy
ropagation. For stacks of gratings lacking up-down sym-
etry they are not equivalent, so primes are retained in
ll the following formulas for full generality. Lastly, refer-
nces to T and R in this section refer to the single grating
cattering matrices derived in Appendix C with no offset,
pacing, or anisotropy, but calculated with reference to
he new denser set of plane-wave orders discussed in the
revious paragraph.
As explained in Appendix B, we proceed by writing
quations linking the amplitudes of the incident field ,
he reflected field r, transmitted field t, and inter-grating
lane-wave fields c¯±. We distinguish c±, which are mode
mplitudes, from c¯±, which are plane-wave field ampli-
udes. The  sign distinguishes between upward and
ownward propagating fields. As in Fig. 9, inter-grating
omplex field amplitudes are defined at the point of reflec-
ion. That is, c¯− is defined at the upper grating, and vice
ersa. We find that
ig. 8. (Color online) Diagram showing the interleaving tech-
ique used to construct scattering matrices for denser sets of or-
ers (or a larger period) than the short period gratings naturally
roduce. The upper curve represents 	m= kym; propagating or-
ers exist within the semicircle only.
ig. 9. Diagram of the configuration of fields and gratings used
o derive the stacked grating recursion formula.
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 + TnP¯sc¯
+, 5a
c¯− = Tn +RnP¯sc¯
+, 5b
c¯+ =RsP¯sc¯−, 5c
t = TsP¯sc¯−, 5d
here n refers to the current aggregate and s refers to the
ew addition as shown in Fig. 9. Here, P¯s=expih is the
ertical propagation matrix since 	 =diag	p is the ma-
rix with 	p on the diagonals. P¯s is not to be confused with
, the analogous matrix used in the modal formulation of
cattering matrices for single gratings. In our research,
=0 to maximize inter-order scattering efficiency, so
¯
s=I and can be left out.
Equations (5) can readily be solved to form r=Rn+1
nd t=Tn+1, yielding matrices for the combined grating
tructure:
Rn+1 =Rn + TnP¯sRsP¯sI −RnP¯sRsP¯s
−1Tn, 6a
Tn+1 = TsP¯sI −RnP¯sRsP¯s
−1Tn. 6b
ince we included primes in Eq. (6) for full generality, a
imple symmetry argument can be used to derive Rn+1
nd Tn+1 , the upward energy propagating equivalents of
n+1 and Tn+1, simply by inverting the use of primes  
nd swapping n and s:
Rn+1 =Rs + TsP¯sRnP¯sI −RsP¯sRnP¯s
−1Ts, 7a
Tn+1 = TnP¯sI −RsP¯sRnP¯s
−1Ts. 7b
For the purpose of recursion, Rn and Tn are initialized
n=1 according to
R1 
R1 =R, 8a
T1 
 T1 = T, 8b
here T and R refer to the single grating scattering ma-
rices derived in Appendix C with no offset, spacing, or
nisotropy, but calculated for the complete set of plane-
ave orders as previously explained.
Lastly, although Rs=Rs and Ts=Ts, RsR and TsT,
s Rs and Ts represent matrices horizontally translated
y some offset x0. This offset is, however, readily taken
nto account by shifting the phase origin using
Rs =Q−1RQ, 9a
Ts =Q−1TQ, 9b
here Q=expix0.  =diagp is the matrix with p
n the diagonals.
As computational speed at least partially depends on
he speed with which matrices can be inverted, the
maller the matrices for a given spectral width, the better.
or this reason we choose to use gratings with period ra-
ios of 1:P (P integer) and to limit the number of gratingsn a given stack. The method, however, is general. Once
ompleted, scattering matrices can be calculated as be-
ore, generating spectra and fields in any region of inter-
st, as demonstrated throughout this paper.
The efficiency with which the small period grating
ransmits the near evanescent order enhancement out-
ard is now the governing factor for the extension of re-
olving power. Important factors include the period ratio,
hickness, duty cycle, alignment (necessary to preserve
eft-right symmetry), and refractive index contrast.
tacking gratings with different periods is the key inno-
ation presented in this paper, as it provides an efficient
ay of calculating the coupling of information and energy
etween the previously invisible and spatially localized
ar evanescent fields and propagating fields which can be
maged in the far field.
. Fourier Model
he generalization of the modal method for stacking grat-
ngs with a wide range of possible geometries is univer-
ally applicable. We use a Fourier model to develop some
uiding principles of grating design, based on our goal of
ynthesizing an isolated, steerable, and narrow spot.
The Fourier model is motivated by the observation that
ratings spread the horizontal component of the spatial
requency in accordance with Eq. (1). This is at the core of
he issue surrounding the broad spectrum necessary to
enerate sub-wavelength spots and thus attain resolving
ower beyond the Rayleigh limit. To illustrate the general
oint, the spatial Fourier transform of a narrow Gaussian
pot is a Gaussian spectrum, where the widths are in-
ersely proportional.
In accordance with this central idea, we review the
bbe criterion on resolution [24]. A propagating incident
eld is fundamentally limited in its horizontal resolving
ower by the width of spectrum available in propagating
rders. Even with a (hypothetical) lens system permitting
 rad of incident field (in two dimensions), the horizon-
al components of the spectrum are confined such that
kxk0=2 /. This is the limiting factor and the reason
hy conventional imaging or spot synthesis is unable to
mage features smaller than  /2. To generate a narrower
pot requires high frequency evanescent waves with spec-
ral field components beyond k0.
As discussed at the beginning of Subsection 2.C, a
ingle grating combining a Fabry–Perot resonance and
IR can broaden the spectrum by a factor of nH, with a
orresponding minimum spot width of  /2nH. To go be-
ond that, a stack of gratings with different periods is
eeded; such a system scatters energy to yet more remote
rders with reasonable efficiency, effectively broadening
he envelope and thus narrowing the spot by about the
ame factor.
It is one thing to generate very narrow spots—there are
everal known ways to do this, such as using tiny holes in
hin metal sheet [25], which is a very energy inefficient
rocess. The advantage of the grating approach is that
he spots are generated not through some masking pro-
ess but via spectral synthesis, in an efficient way. The
pots are not locked in location to isolated surface fea-
ures and can potentially be generated in a continuous
ange of locations across the surface.
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Handmer et al. Vol. 27, No. 12 /December 2010 /J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 2587Prima facie, it is not obvious that spots generated using
tacked gratings are in any way steerable. A stacked grat-
ng typically produces a comb-like spectrum, and as Fig.
0 illustrates, the Fourier transform gives rise to a strong
orrespondence between the shapes of the spatial and
pectral profiles. That is, a comb-like spectrum produces a
omb-like field profile with a peaked envelope. Even if the
nvelope can be shaped to favor only one peak, the posi-
ions of the peaks are both fixed and widely separated.
This apparent problem can be solved. In more detail,
ig. 10 shows that the width of the spectrum is inversely
roportional to the width of the spot, while the width of
ach peak within the spectrum corresponds to the width
f the spatial envelope of the field. The spectral peak
pacing is inversely proportional to spatial peak spacing.
ith this in mind, reverse engineering of the spectrum
ay be utilized. In order to produce an isolated spot, the
patial envelope must be narrower than the spot spacing.
n particular, narrow spots may only be generated at cer-
ain discrete positions under a movable envelope. In a two
rating stack with a period ratio of 1:P, these positions
re equally spaced with P in each period. One way of cir-
umventing this problem is to use a large valued P, such
hat the spot spacing D /P is smaller than the minimum
pot size, and then attempt to excite such closely spaced
pots independently. Unfortunately this method requires
large period ratio P which is less efficient at scattering
o far evanescent orders, and in general the spatial enve-
ope remains too wide to excite narrow spots indepen-
ently. An alternative method is to use a stack of several
ratings with coprime P values, such that there is an
bundance of potential spot locations despite the rela-
ively low values of P.
Additionally, the production of a steerable spot requires
field with isolated and independently excitable narrow
pots. This requires a broad spectrum, which provides
lues for grating design. A 1:P grating stack produces a
pectrum with peak spacing proportional to P. To avoid
paces developing in the spectrum (which would have the
ffect of creating large gaps where spots could not be gen-
rated), several thin gratings of different periods must be
ombined. Period ratios of 1:2:3:5 ensure that every space
ut to the next consecutive prime number (7) is at least
artially filled as shown in Fig. 11.
With a lowest common multiple of 30, the 1:2:3:5 grat-
ng is certainly calculable. In comparison, 1:2:3:5:7
210 is 73 times the effort [matrix inversion is On3]
or a 40% increase in resolution. A 1:2:3:5 grating stack is
ig. 10. (Color online) Correspondences between spectral and
patial spot characteristics due to the Fourier transform. The
idth of the spectrum is inversely proportional to the width of
he spot, while the width of each peak within the spectrum cor-
esponds to the width of the spatial envelope. Spectral peak spac-
ng is inversely proportional to spatial peak spacing.apable of producing an effectively continuous distribu-
ion of spots as small as  /20 as shown in Section 4.
. General Design Considerations
n the next section, we describe an optimization algo-
ithm for stacked dielectric lamellar gratings and the re-
ults it generated. However, the construction of the algo-
ithm was preceded by many numerical experiments,
hich gave rise to physical insights incorporated into the
lgorithm, and which underlay its results. Here, we dis-
uss a number of these.
Our design is based around lamellar gratings, which
eature sharp corners in the silicon/silica interface. Such
harp corners require large numbers of modes to be
resent within the gratings and large numbers of plane
aves to be present in air. This means that in air and the
ratings we have dense spectra of evanescent waves,
hich are available for coupling at a wide range of inci-
ence angles. This suggests that sharp profile corners aid
n the construction of sub-wavelength steerable spots.
owever, the occurrence of field concentrations at the cor-
ers means that absorption, if present in the grating ma-
erial, would be enhanced there [26], favoring designs
ased on dielectrics. Evanescent mode enhancement via
harp corners also works better in the presence of strong
ontrast of dielectric permittivity, favoring the use of a
igh index material like silicon [27].
The next major design choice is that of the grating pe-
iods incorporated in the structure. We have already de-
cribed the kinematic arguments based around the grat-
ng equation which favor a stack of four gratings with
eriods bearing prime ratios, and with the smallest pe-
iod being in the range accessible with current litho-
raphic techniques (just below 0.20 m).
The thickness tg of the primary grating is an important
arameter. This is not chosen in order to make a single
ode resonate with a high quality factor. Rather, our re-
uirement is to have available a rich spectrum of reso-
ances with low to moderate Q’s (around 5) so that one
an move smoothly from one to the next as the angle of
ncidence is varied. The best appropriate range of tg is
ound by examining the variation of the mode resonance
pectrum with thickness and choosing the range (around
our times the period for the indices used here) where a
ich spectrum of appropriately overlapping resonances is
enerated. Given the choice of the primary grating, the
ner gratings are built into the design: their thickness
ig. 11. (Color online) Amplitude of the spectrum of the leftmost
pot in Fig. 13.
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2588 J. Opt. Soc. Am. B/Vol. 27, No. 12 /December 2010 Handmer et al.ust be sufficient so they can scatter energy efficiently
nd comprehensively into far evanescent orders, thus
enerating the sub-wavelength spots. It should be noted
hat evanescent order resonances can be quite strong
ith small values of tg in a silicon/silica grating. (The
amellar grating modal method is well adapted for this
art of the optimization process, since the bulk of the cal-
ulation time required to solve a diffraction problem for it
s independent of the grating thickness.)
The final result of the optimization is a stack of four di-
lectric gratings, generating a full spectrum of moderate
resonances. As the angle of incidence varies, the stack
oves smoothly from one resonance to the next, generat-
ng a steerable sub-wavelength spot. As a consequence of
he overlapping nature of these resonances, the fields
ithin the grating stack are quite complicated in form,
ith large amplitudes of highly evanescent grating or-
ers.
. OPTIMIZATION BY MCMC
n the system designed in the way just described, a
tacked grating structure has many resonances accessible
y incident fields from different angles. As seen in Fig. 5,
here are a large number (between 30 and 60) of different
ngles, each of which represents two scalar variables (am-
litude and phase). Each blazing angle gives rise to a field
hich, while quasiperiodic, is anything but spot-like. The
ynthesis of customized fields on the grating surface
hrough the adjustment of up to 120 parameters requires
robust and effective optimization process. In this re-
earch, we used a MCMC to locate quickly and efficiently
local maximum of a peak-like merit function through
his large parameter space. A MCMC works by taking a
irected random walk through parameter space in search
f maxima (or minima) of an arbitrary merit function [28].
raditionally associated with efficient assessment of pos-
erior probability distributions in Bayesian statistics, a
CMC may be readily employed as a simple and versatile
ptimizer. It differs from many calculus-based optimizers
n its extensive use of random numbers.
A first approximation to the incident field is needed to
nitialize the optimizing algorithm. The approach we used
as to calculate a least-squares solution of the incident
eld. The transmitted spectrum was matched as closely
s possible to the spectrum of an ideal spot (in the correct
osition) obtained using a Fourier transform. While ad-
quate as a first approximation, the results of the least-
quares approach serve only as a starting point for the op-
imizer. For the purpose of generating a narrow spot our
erit function c simply assessed the ratio of energy
E2 across the narrow region of desirable spot location
o a wider background region of width 2D.
At each step of the optimization process the MCMC
ugments a given incident field by a small random incre-
ent and calculates the new position’s merit c. The mer-
ts of the two incident fields are compared by taking their
uotient c /c, and a forward step is taken if the merit of
he new position is greater than the previous incident
eld. To prevent the chain from becoming trapped in
mall local maxima, the chain is also allowed to step
ownhill with a certain probability proportional to the ra-io of the merits. For a high dimension parameter space,
n acceptance rate of 24% is heuristically optimal. Our
hain monitors the acceptance rate continuously (by re-
ording the acceptance rate over the previous ten steps)
nd adjusts various parameters to ensure the highest ef-
ciency. One such parameter is the merit ratio “tempera-
ure” T. By taking the merit ratio to the power T
c /cT	, with T1, the contrast in the merit function be-
ween peaks and valleys is increased. The temperature T
s also used to regulate the step size and ensure that the
ptimization proceeds efficiently. This is seen in Fig. 12,
here a steady increase in the merit function (right) is ac-
ompanied by a decrease in the temperature (left) to a low
ackground level. The oscillatory behavior of the tem-
erature near an optimized peak actually increases the
olatility of the chain and helps to maximize the effi-
iency. On average, our MCMC was able to find a satis-
actory localized spot in under 100 steps, increasing the
hase aligned initial field’s merit by a factor of about 5.
his increase corresponds to a substantial narrowing of
he spot and the minimization of background noise. The
ptimization process is repeated for any given position
here a spot is required.
To generate a continuous distribution of spots as seen
n Fig. 13, a separate optimization is run for each spot. A
ypical temperature and merit variation across many par-
llel chains is shown in Fig. 12. The temperature is ini-
ialized at a high value, and then falls as the chain is op-
imized. Beyond the optimal point, the temperature often
ecomes quite volatile as the chain hunts for further op-
imal solutions. Meanwhile the merit rises and peaks. In
ost of the chains, this occurs very quickly; however a
ew positions along the unit cell are particularly well
uited to very low background noise, giving rise to a bet-
er merit function. As the merit function searches for a re-
ion much narrower than any given spot, the apparently
ow values achieved 0.3 are not very indicative of the
nal spot quality. All that is necessary for a good merit
unction is positive definite behavior in the direction of
ptimization.
An advantage of using an MCMC approach for optimi-
ation as opposed to steepest descent/ascent methods is
hat an MCMC does not require a derivative to be taken.
s the electric field is composed of a superposition of
housands of independent orders, this represents a sub-
tantial saving in computational complexity. This advan-
age does not apply, however, for optimizing electric field
rofiles under TM polarization as the curl of the field
ust be taken, slowing the process considerably. For con-
enience we restrict the optimization of spots in this pa-
ig. 12. (Color online) Details of 30 parallel optimizing pro-
esses over 1000 steps. The left figure shows the temperature of
ach chain as it converges on a local maximum. The right figure
hows the progress of the merit function as it trends from a low
nitial position to an optimized position.
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Handmer et al. Vol. 27, No. 12 /December 2010 /J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 2589er to the TE polarization; however the blazing of TE or
M evanescent orders is analogous and equally valid in
ither polarization, for dielectric structures.
. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
he optimization process attempts to build closely spaced
eaks across the surface of a period of the grating. Its suc-
ess depends on the heuristic suitability of the grating for
ontinuous peak generation and the efficiency of the opti-
izer. Ultimately, as seen in Fig. 12, the optimizer
eaches a ceiling value for a given location, indicating
hat the spot width has reached the limit imposed by the
pectral width and the independence of the blazed orders.
n this section, we discuss the results from one optimized
rating and examine the robustness of the optimized
eaks.
We use the wavelength 1.55 m and the correspond-
ng refractive index of silicon nSi=3.41 and increase the
umber of grating orders used in the calculation to 60 per
ncident angle, effectively doubling the resolution of the
alculation in comparison to our previous paper. As shown
n Fig. 13, this increase in the calculation resolution dem-
nstrates a substantial sub-structure present in opti-
ized spots, but does not produce spots that are narrower
han the sub-wavelength spots shown in our previous re-
ort [10]. The width of the spots is limited by the width of
he blazed spectrum, which is limited in turn by the effi-
iency of far evanescent order blazing. For this reason,
here is limited utility in further increasing the number of
rders, and thus the resolution, beyond 60 to 90 or 120.
We performed a robustness analysis on the results by
lurring (by adding uniform random noise) the incident
eld, removing incident channels, or truncating the most
xtreme evanescent orders in the calculation. In Fig. 14,
he amplitude and phase of the optimized incident fields
hown in Fig. 13 have been detuned by the addition of a
niform random complex component within a bound of
0%. As shown in Fig. 14, the peak behavior of each spot
s preserved, while amplitude varies and background
oise increases slightly. This exercise in random pertur-
ation of the incident field demonstrates the robust na-
ure of evanescently generated spots. This is in contrast
o super-oscillations [29], which are low amplitude sub-
avelength peaks generated by careful interference of
ig. 13. (Color online) Energy density of a series of optimized
pots across a single period d=0.738 m below the grating
hown in Fig. 7.ropagating waves, which do not demonstrate any degree
f robustness to incident field perturbations. Furthermore
e found that the spot-like character of optimized fields is
lso robust to the complete removal of an incident chan-
el, which permits order-by-order optimization in the real
evice similar to that employed by Vellekoop and Mosk
30]. Additionally, the spot was robust with respect to the
runcation of the generated spectrum. In this instance, we
emoved all spectral components corresponding to the
utermost elements of the constituent scattering matrices
n an effort to quantify the role of the truncation error
hen generating spot-like fields. As may be expected, the
emoval of field elements corresponding to relatively low-
mplitude features around five times narrower than the
already narrow) spots had little overall effect.
We also considered a geometry in which spots were op-
imized subject to a 2 field, incident from both above and
elow. This could be practically achieved with a mirror a
hort distance above the spots to be optimized or through
he use of a second incident wave input system, as as-
umed in this particular calculation. The rationale behind
his was to mimic the omnidirectional nature of radiation
rom a delta function source at a particular point on the
rating surface, under time reversal reciprocity. Despite
he substantial increase in independence achieved
hrough a doubling of the number of input channels, we
ound that the spot width is fundamentally limited by the
ar evanescent order scattering efficiency of the grating
ather than by the numerical aperture.
We investigated the extent to which resonant behavior
nd evanescent order blazing were affected by a support-
ng grating substrate. This was achieved by adding an-
ther layer of a grating with identical refractive indices in
oth rectangles to the top of the stack. In our case we
sed a silica superstrate nSiO2=1.46 that was 1 mm
hick. Figure 15 shows the incident field [Fig. 15(a)], the
pectrum in transmission of a multi-layered Si/SiO2 grat-
ng suspended in vacuum [Fig. 15(b)], the same spectrum
f the same grating with a superstrate [Fig. 15(c)], and
he geometry of the grating [Fig. 15(d)]. While the exact
osition of the resonances is modified, the resonant char-
cter, and blazing of the evanescent field, is still present.
his shows that grating substrates or superstrates do not
ubstantially affect the character of both near and far
vanescent order blazing.
ig. 14. (Color online) Diagram showing a set of spots where the
reviously normalized optimized incident fields in Fig. 13 have
een subjected to 10% random variation or blurring.
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2590 J. Opt. Soc. Am. B/Vol. 27, No. 12 /December 2010 Handmer et al.We also present an optimized series of spots attained
ith a bare minimum of incident channels, examining the
rade-off between less order independence and opera-
ional complexity. Figure 16 shows spots optimized with
nly 18 incident angles (instead of 54), corresponding to
nly the strongest resonances visible in the propagating
rder as shown in Fig. 5. The reduction in incident chan-
els by a factor of 3 slightly affects the sharpness of opti-
ized spots, but at a substantial reduction in the com-
lexity of the incident field. Additionally, the optimizer
ailed to produce spots at certain locations, leaving some
aps across which the narrow spot must jump. Just one
ell chosen incident field is adequate to excite the strong
vanescent waves necessary for FFODT; somewhat more
re needed to synthesize particular fields on the grating
urface.
We believe that a FFODT system exploiting the prin-
iples of evanescent order blazing could be readily built
sing a spatial light modulator (SLM) and wide-angle ob-
ective lens system employed by Vellekoop and Mosk,
hen they achieved universal optimal transmission of
ight through disordered materials [30]. Under the reso-
ution used in our calculation (400 incident angles be-
ween 90° and 90°), each incident angle is separated by
bout 0.45°. To achieve accurate excitation of resonances,
ost of which are of the order of this angular width, an
ncident plane wave should have at least twice this reso-
ig. 15. (Color online) (a) Spectrum of incident field; unit am-
litude in every incident angle calculated. (b) Spectrum in trans-
ission of grating shown in (d). (c) Spectrum in transmission of
rating shown in (d) with a 1 mm superstrate above the grating.
d) Diagram of a stacked grating thickness tg=2.87 m, period
=0.738 m, with a duty cycle of 25%. Sub-period ratio (1:2) and
cattering grating thickness ts=0.148 m. The data in this figure
lone were calculated with nH=3.61.
ig. 16. (Color online) Diagram showing energy density for a set
f spots optimized with only 18 (instead of 54) incident angles.ution. A state-of-the-art SLM has a resolution similar to
high end LCD monitor, with the number of pixels of the
rder 2000
2000. A SLM used to modulate both ampli-
ude and phase needs four 2
2 pixels for each element
f phase front [31], which means that there are 1000
channels” available (in two dimensions) for exploitation
long any given axis. This compares favorably to the 400
ncident angles used in the calculation, even when losses
ccur due to a mirrors-and-lenses geometric transforma-
ion from a planar incident field to a 180° circular inci-
ent field.
In this system, the subject would be carefully placed on
specialized microscope slide with a resonant grating
ayer on one surface. While gratings such as those shown
n Fig. 7 are non-trivial to construct, several precedents
xist in lithography for generating gratings with these
eatures, either through layered deposition and doping or
irectly through doping with different masks and dopants
ith different energies, each penetrating to its own char-
cteristic depth. Additionally, the far evanescent order
lazing technique works for any two gratings with integer
eriod ratios provided one of them displays resonant be-
avior. The governing factor is the spectral profile gener-
ted by a given combination. Using the heuristics de-
cribed using the Fourier model and exploiting left-right
ymmetry for computational efficiency, we arrived at a
articular grating design; however, it is by no means the
nly possible geometry.
. CONCLUSION
ub-wavelength optical microscopy is the next frontier in
n vivo biological studies and nanolithography, among
ther topics. In Section 2, we outlined the modal method,
xplained the generalization to stacks of gratings with
ifferent periods, and explained the phenomenology of
odal resonances in dielectric gratings, as well as the
pectral effects of grating stacks with a Fourier model. In
ection 3 we explained our high dimensional optimization
rocess through a Monte Carlo Markov chain (MCMC),
nd in Section 4 we demonstrated the robust and sub-
tantially sub-wavelength nature of our optimized spots.
hrough our research we have shown that a stack of di-
lectric gratings with different periods supported by a
lass substrate is a viable approach to the spectral syn-
hesis necessary to efficiently transport sub-wavelength
nformation into the far field, and without the introduc-
ion of fluorescent scatterers or physical probes. While our
iscussion has been centered at lamellar gratings, we
tress that our approach could be used for other grating
rofiles. It is a non-trivial question worthy of further in-
estigation as to whether metallic gratings could outper-
orm dielectric gratings.
PPENDIX A: FIELD DECOMPOSITION IN
REE SPACE AND LAMELLAR
RATING
he method begins with the Helmholtz equation, which is
o be solved in two dimensions within one period of the
rating as shown in Fig. 2. In this configuration there are
wo separable polarizations: E and H . While the modalz z
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ludes both in full generality, from here on we will deal
xclusively with the Ez polarization, as explained in Sec-
ion 3. That is,
E =
n
anfnxeinyz, A1
or some orthonormal set of x-variation functions fnx,
ach with amplitude an, and a y spatial frequency kn. In
his case fnx is composed of a linear superposition of two
rthonormal solutions [x and x] to the Helmholtz
quation in the grating as outlined below. b
T
c
w
c
(
F
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t
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d
pAs the Helmholtz equation is a second order differen-
ial equation, there are two independent solutions. For
implicity, we choose orthonormal solutions x and x,
atisfying
0 =

x
0 
 0 = 1, A2a
0 =

x
0 
 0 = 0. A2b
Under these conditions, there is a sine- and cosine-like
air of independent solutions (for Ez polarization) given
yx = 
cos 1x if 0 x c1
cos 1c1 cos 2x − c1 −
1
2
sin 1c1 sin 2x − c1 if c1 x d, A3a
x = 
1
1
sin 1x if 0 x c1
1
1
sin 1c1 cos 2x − c1 +
1
2
cos 1c1 sin 2x − c1 if c1 x d. A3bere 1,2=k021,2−2, while  represents the permittivity
f each region. Then under this modal decomposition of
he field in the grating,  is the propagation constant of a
iven mode perpendicular to the interface, 1 is the trans-
erse wave number parallel to interface in region 1, and
2 is the corresponding transverse wave number in region
. As written, x and x describe a continuous spec-
rum of grating modes indexed by the vertical propaga-
ion parameter . The boundary condition of quasiperiod-
city under a given incident angle 0 breaks the
ontinuous spectrum into a countably infinite subset of
odes which are actually permitted in the structure un-
er a particular incident plane-wave field.
Defining A and B to be the respective amplitudes of the
x and x modes and the Bloch factor across one period
=expik0d sin 0 (see Fig. 2), the quasiperiodicity condi-
ion Ex+d=Ex, Ex+d=Ex can be written as fol-
ows:
 d d
d dAB =  0 00 0AB = 1 00 1AB
= AB , A4
r
d −  d
d d − AB = 0, A5
hich is an eigenvalue problem. Taking the determinant
e arrive atdd − dd − d + d + 2 = 0. A6
he first two terms form the Wronskian which, under our
hoice of x and x, is always equal to 1. Thus
d + d =
1 + 2

= 2 cos 0d, A7
here 0=k0 sin 0. We rewrite this in terms of sines and
osines and arrive at the Kronig–Penney equation for 
via the terms 1 and 2):
2 cos 1c1 cos 2d − c1 − 1
2
+
2
1
sin 1c1 sin 2d − c1
= 2 cos 0d. A8
Solutions of Eq. (A8) give the grating modes n and n.
igure 17 shows how modal properties vary as functions
f the angle of incidence. Plotting as a function of 2 is an
ffective method of restricting propagating and evanes-
ent solutions to a 2D graph provided both media are di-
lectric. The curved line, corresponding to the left side of
he Kronig–Penney equation, varies with the square of
he vertical propagation constant 2, while the interme-
iate horizontal line, corresponding to the right side of
he equation, varies with the incident angle 0 by moving
ertically between the two outer horizontal lines (2).
here the lines intersect gives the solutions of the equa-
ion: modes that satisfy the quasiperiodic condition and
xist within the structure under a given angle of inci-
ence. Each subsequent mode, existing as a particular su-
erposition of x and x solutions, exhibits either odd
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ithin one period. Crucially, under certain conditions
odes resemble each other closely enough to interact and
roduce avoided crossings as seen in Fig. 4. Only the
odes that correspond to solutions on the positive side of
he vertical axis in Fig. 4 20 are propagating within
he structure; all others are evanescent.
At this point the horizontal dependence of the field has
een expressed in terms of a discrete spectrum of grating
odes, while the vertical variation (where needed) is ac-
ounted for by including a factor einy. In this way the
orizontal field variation on the boundary of the grating
an be defined as a sum across all modes of both solutions
f the Helmholtz equation,
unx = Annx + Bnnx, A9
here An and Bn are the eigenvectors corresponding to
q. (A5), and n is the mode index, according to the con-
entional mode ordering i
2j
2 for i j.
The electric field at the dielectric-free space boundary
ay also be decomposed in terms of the plane-wave or-
ers given by Eq. (1). The horizontal wave numbers kxm
re relabeled as p=0+2p /d and ordered directly by
heir indices p. The electric field is a sum of orthonormal
omponents epx given by
epx = d−1/2eipx, A10
here d is the grating period. Under this ordering, propa-
ating waves correspond to the values of p near zero and
re found in the middle of the set.
With the solution of the Kronig–Penney equation, it is
ossible to describe the modes within the structure in a
nified manner. In the limit c1 /d→1 (or zero) the modes
end asymptotically to plane waves in a homogeneous di-
lectric slab with permittivity 1 (or 2). In more general
tructures, however, they are characterized by the three
nterdependent propagation constants (which differ in
ach polarization) 1 ,2 ,, governing their hori-
ontal behavior in the two media and the vertical direc-
ion as either evanescent or propagating as shown in Fig.
. Only propagating modes can transmit energy vertically
hrough the grating, and thus these modes give observ-
ble manifestations of grating resonances. The strength
f the resonances depends on the degree to which propa-
ig. 17. (Color online) Plot of the left and right hand sides of the
ronig–Penney equation as a function of 2. Points of equality or
ntersection are marked with crosses, corresponding to the
odes that exist under a given angle of plane-wave incidence.
arying incident angle varies the height of the intermediate hori-
ontal line between its two extrema.ating grating modes couple to propagating plane-wave
rders—the weaker the coupling, the stronger the reso-
ance.
The resonances are of a Fabry–Perot nature, and thus
he resonant condition depends on , the distance be-
ween the upper and lower surfaces of the grating, and
he phase shift acquired on reflection.
PPENDIX B: FIELD MATCHING, CHANGES
F BASIS, AND FRESNEL SCATTERING
ATRICES
n this appendix, we derive the scattering matrices R12
nd T12 for coupling at the interface from free space into
rating modes and R21 and T21 for the reverse coupling.
s constructed, unx and epx are an orthonormal ba-
is, i.e.,

0
d
unxu¯mxdx = nm, B1a

0
d
epxe¯qxdx = pq. B1b
t the core of the scattering matrix calculation is the
analytically soluble) mode-order overlap matrix J given
y
Jpn =
0
d
e¯pxunxdx =
0
d
d−1/2e−ipxunxdx, B2
here e¯p is the complex conjugate of ep such that
unx =
p
Jpnepx. B3
The relation unx=pJpnepx is now generalized in
erms of an arbitrary input and output field. The complete
D plane-wave field in reflection (in terms of Ez) is de-
ned by
Epwx,y =
p
	p
−1/2rpei	py + pe−i	pyepx, B4
here r represents the plane-wave order amplitudes of
he reflected field, and  represents the corresponding
mplitudes of the incident field as shown in Fig. 18. The
p
−1/2 term is a normalizing factor which is included to
cale geometric factors out of energy flux calculations. In
ll cases the complex root is given by the principal part.
ig. 18. Diagram showing the relative directions and positions
f orthonormal mode/order amplitude vectors.
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Handmer et al. Vol. 27, No. 12 /December 2010 /J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 2593Consider a semi-infinite grating region. The corre-
ponding complete downward oriented modal field in the
rating is written as
Emodex,y =
n
n
−1/2cn
−e−inyunx, B5
here cn
− is the amplitude of the nth downward propagat-
ng transmitted mode, and n
−1/2 is the analogous normal-
zation factor. The corresponding upward oriented field is
ritten with c−→c+ and −iny→ iny. We equate
modex ,y and Epwx ,y at the boundary y=0 and sub-
titute unx=pJpnepx, after which the sums can be re-
oved, leaving
−1/2r +  = J−1/2c−, B6
here J performs the change of basis. Similarly, writing
px=nJ¯npunx and taking a spatial derivative with re-
pect to y reveals
J†1/2r −  = − 1/2c−, B7
hich represents the continuity of the normal field de-
ivative across the boundary, where the dagger  † is the
ermitian transpose. In both these expressions,  and 
epresent square matrices with n and 	p on the diago-
als. That is, =diagn and =diag	p. Taking care to
reserve the ordering of terms since matrix multiplication
s non-commutative, c− may be eliminated, resulting in
 + r = 1/2J−1/2−1/2J†1/2 − r. B8
or brevity, let
A = 1/2J−1/2, B9a
B = −1/2J†1/2, B9b
here A and B are not to be confused with the eigenvec-
or components A and B used previously. Then +r
AB−r, or
r = AB + I−1AB − I =R12, B10a
.e.,
R12 = AB + I−1AB − I. B10b
imilarly,
c− =B − r =B −R12 =BI −R12, B11a
.e.,
T12 =BI −R12 = 2BAB + I−1. B11b
The corresponding 21 terms (covering scattering from
odes to modes and modes to orders) may be derived
nalogously. All together, there are four scattering matri-
es linking order and modal fields, in phase and ampli-
ude, on either side of the interface:
R12 = AB + I−1AB − I, B12a
R21 = BA + I−1I −BA, B12b
T = 2BAB + I−1, B12c12T21 = 2ABA + I−1, B12d
ith
A = 1/2J−1/2, B13a
B = −1/2J†1/2. B13b
PPENDIX C: COMBINING FRESNEL
CATTERING MATRICES FOR FULL
RATING DERIVATION
e now extend the mathematical description to a finite
rating surrounded by a homogeneous medium. To com-
letely describe the field above, below, and within the
rating we use five fields r ,c−,c+, t , as shown in Fig.
9. In addition to previously defined fields, we add c+, a
ector of complex upward propagating mode amplitudes
eflected from the bottom surface, and t, a vector of com-
lex plane-wave amplitudes transmitted through the
rating. All five are linked by equations describing reflec-
ion and transmission at each interface:
r =R12 + T21Pc+, C1a
c− = T12 +R21Pc+, C1b
c+ =R21Pc−, C1c
t = T21Pc−, C1d
here the thickness of the grating tg is incorporated via
he complex matrix
P = eitg,  = diagn, C2
hich propagates phase and amplitude of grating modes
rom one interface to the other, accounting for vertical
ropagation.
As P is included only now in the calculation, the pa-
ameter can be varied with little computational cost com-
ared to the incident angle. In particular, the thickness of
he grating as modeled can be varied without recalculat-
ng modes or overlap integrals; grating-air interface scat-
ering matrices remain unchanged.
ig. 19. Diagram showing the interaction of modes c± and or-
ers  ,r , t within a complete grating formulation.
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2594 J. Opt. Soc. Am. B/Vol. 27, No. 12 /December 2010 Handmer et al.These equations may be freely rearranged in a manner
imilar to the interface scattering matrices to provide the
mplitudes of any given field as a function of the input
eld . In particular
r = R12 + T21PR21PI −R21PR21P−1T12	, C3a
c− = I −R21PR21P−1T12, C3b
c+ =R21PI −R21PR21P−1T12, C3c
t = T21PI −R21PR21P−1T12. C3d
rom these the full single grating scattering matrices R
nd T, connecting plane waves above and below, may be
ead off:
R =R12 + T21PR21PI −R21PR21P−1T12, C4a
T = T21PI −R21PR21P−1T12. C4b
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